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Abstrat
The publiation of a revised edition of a monograph devoted to the two-
band theory of superondutivity provides us the opportunity of a short om-
ment on two lassial papers, published independently some 50 years ago,
where the generalization of the BCS theory for metals with overlapping energy
bands at the Fermi level has been proposed. The artile inludes Moskalenko's
reolletions on some aspets of sienti life in the Soviet Union, in the '50s.
1 Introdution
The revised edition of a monograph devoted to the two-band theory of superon-
dutivity [1℄, published to honor the 80
th
birthday elebration of Professor Vsevolod
Moskalenko (September 26, 2008), provides us the opportunity of some omments
onerning two lassial papers, published some 50 years ago, devoted to the gen-
eralization of BCS theory for metals with overlapping energy bands at the Fermi
level. The rst one was submitted to a Russian journal, Fizia Metallov i Met-
allovedenia, and was published in Otober 15, 1959 [2℄; its English translation, in
Physis of Metals and Metallography 8, 25, [3℄, [4℄ was issued in June 1961. The
seond one, of H. Suhl, B.T. Matthias and L.R. Walker, was published in Physial
Review Letters 3, 552, in Deember 15, 1959 [5℄. So, these papers have been written
not only independently, but also in two ountries separated by the Iron Curtain, in
the years of the Cold War: one of them, in USSR; the other one, in USA.
The main goal of this artile, whih ontains two parts, is to present "the untold
story" of Moskalenko's paper. The rst part provides a short analysis of the sienti
ontent of the two papers. The seond part is devoted to some of Moskalenko's
reolletions desribing the sienti life in Soviet Union, in the '50s.
2 The beginning of the two-band theory of super-
ondutivity
The two-band theory of superondutivity has been reated, independently, in
two papers, authored by Soviet and Amerian Physiists, as already said in the
Introdution. We shall give here a short desription of these papers.
The starting point of Moskalenko's paper [2℄ is the remark that the metals whih
display a superonduting transition have overlapping energy bands, and this fat
has not been taken into onsideration neither by BCS, nor by Bogoliubov theories.
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So, the Hamiltonian desribing the metal has a free term, with ontributions from
eletrons belonging to two bands (the hemial potential being renormalized by
interation), and an interation one. This last term ontains a phonon-mediated
intra-band, and also inter-band, eletron-eletron interation. The fermioni oper-
ators entering in this Hamiltonian undergo a Bogoliubov transform, and, for the
new Hamiltonian, a diagrammati method, due to Bloh and de Dominiis, is used
in order to alulate the thermodynami potential, in the rst order in the inter-
ating potential. A ompensation theorem, similar to that given by Zubarev and
Tserkovnikov, is used.
The quasi-partile energy and the gaps in energy bands are obtained, and also
the ritial temperature . If the intra-band interation is taken into aount, both
subsystems of eletrons (belonging to both bands) undergo the superonduting
transition at the same temperature. If the inter-band interation is negleted, eah
subsystem has its own ritial temperature; so, lowering the temperature, the sub-
system with highest ritial temperature undergoes the transition rst; after further
ooling, the seond sub-system undergoes the transition too, at a lower ritial tem-
perature.
The jump in spei heat, the ritial magneti eld and the loss in energy due
to the superonduting transition are alulated.
The band with highest density of states near Fermi surfae plays the dominant
role in determination of the parameters of the superonduting state. The onditions
to be fullled for ourrene of superonduting state are less rigid than in BCS
ase. The physis of the problem is obtained for any energy, between 0 and Tc.
The basi ideas of this paper have been developed by Moskalenko and his o-
workers at the Institute of Applied Physis of the Aademy of Siene of Moldovan
SSR (after 1991, the Aademy of Siene of the Republi of Moldova); for a review
see the aforementioned monograph.
A new English translation of Moskalenko's paper is available [4℄. This paper
is interesting both for historial reasons, and for its reent appliations. It (and
its developments, [1℄) desribes the superondutivity of heavy fermion ompounds
CeTIn5 (T=In, Rh, Co), whih beome superondutors at high pressure; this eet
has been disovered in 2000 [6℄, [7℄. Another interesting situation is provided by
a simple binary ompound, MgB2. The disovery of superondutivity in MgB2
at Tc = 39 K, almost twie the ritial temperature of other simple intermetalli
ompounds, was an "unexpeted gift" for low-temperature physis. It is, learly, a
two-band superondutor, the ratio of the two gaps being 2.6 [9℄. Its behavior is
very well desribed by Moskalenko's model; the ompound is intensively studied,
both in 3D- [10℄, [11℄, [12℄, [13℄ and 2D [14℄, [15℄, [16℄.
In the paper of Suhl et al. [5℄, the eletroni Hamiltonian is essentially the same;
the authors make a similar Bogoliubov transform, and from the diagonalization
onditions, they obtain the ritial temperature and the values of energy gaps. No
other physial results (jump in spei heat, ritial magneti eld, alulation of
thermodynami potential) are given. However, due to the delay in the publiation
of Moskalenko's paper, the Western sienti ommunity pereived the paper of
Suhl et al. as the rst one proposing the two-band theory of superondutivity.
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3 Reolletions of a former Bogoliubov's PhD stu-
dent:
exerpts from a disussion with Aad. Vsevolod
A. Moskalenko
How did you beome one of Bogoliubov's PhD students?
Aad. Vsevolod Moskalenko: In 1950, in the Ukrainian Journal of Mathe-
matis, it was published the paper The adiabati theory of interation of an elemen-
tary partile with a quantum eld, by Bogoliubov, devoted to the polaron problem.
At that time, this was a very modern problem. It was initiated by Landau and
developed by Pekar. Using Landau's ideas, Pekar had shown that the elementary
partile, I mean the eletron, is polarizing the atoms around him and, is this way,
"is digging its well", produing an attrative potential. So, the eletrons beome
dressed partiles, with a utuating movement through the rystal. However, the
problem was put inorretly, in the sense that the translational and utuational
movements were not properly treated. Bogoliubov formulated a new perturbational
approah. Being a man of high mathematial ulture, he developed a very elegant
method, whih impressed me very muh. After having red the artile, I deided
that I must absolutely nd this man.
What were you doing at that time?
AVM: I was a student in the last grade, the 5
th
, of the Faulty of Physis at
Chi³in u University. This was the rst series of students.
So, you started the faulty in ....
AVM: . . . in 1946.
It was a very hard time . . .
AVM: It was, indeed. It was a terrible famine, and I was oially registered as
a dystrophi, with the right of reeiving a bowl of ereal soup, daily. I was extremely
weakened, and I was not able to walk by myself, it was a olleague of mine who
was helping me to go to the refetory. The studies were free, in general, but myself,
and my brother, we had to pay the taxes. This was beause we have lived "under
bourgeois regime" and "under fasist oupation" (in Romania; a part of ourdays
Republi of Moldova had belonged to Romania, between 1918-1940 and 1941-1944,
editor's note). Our father had been deported 1940, and he died in Gulag; so, we
were the sons of an "enemy of the people". This is why me and my brother were
obliged to work during our studies, as laboratory assistants in the University. We
ould not attend the ourses, we ould not properly prepare the exams .... it was a
very hard time, indeed.
So, how did you reah Bogoliubov?
AVM: In 1951, I have deided to go to Mosow, to nd him. I went to "Steklov
Institute", but I ould not nd Bogoliubov; however I met his oworker, Tyablikov,
who was a very kind and helpful person.
You did not write to him, to announe your visit?
AVM: No .... I was not daring .... I went to "Steklov" every year, but only 1956
I ould nd Bogoliubov. It happened to be a seminar; I attended the seminar, and,
after that, Bogoliubov asked me: "please, what would you like to do?" I responded
that I want to study Feynman's methods; I said "I know to takle produts of two
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operators (bilinear Hamiltonians, editor's note), but here (in "Steklov", editor's
note), you should know how to takle produts of four operators, too .... and I would
like to learn this issue ...." In the room were also Tyablikov, Zubarev, Tserkovnikov,
Vladimirov, .... When I nished, they remained silent. "So, what shall we do with
him?" - asked Bogoliubov; they remained silent again. Then, Bogoliubov took a
sheet of paper and wrote down: "Aepted for PhD, Bogoliubov".
Did you remain in Mosow?
AVM: No, I had to ome bak to Chisin u. I tried to prepare the papers in order
to get a PhD sholarship. But it was impossible to speak to the retor; his seretary
did not allow me to enter, she was treating us like zeros, like no one. However, when
they found out that I was aepted by Bogoliubov, the situation hanged. I was
enrolled as a PhD student, but only for one year. My olleagues without "politial
problems" were aepted for three years.
When did you start the PhD preparation?
AVM: In September 1957. I met Bogoliubov in his oe at "Steklov", and I
told him: "Nikolai Nikolaevih, I arrived. "And he responded, "Very well. From
now onwards, you will speak to me in the language of diagrams." And I did not
understand what this ould mean ....
How did you start?
AVM: At the beginning, I was nishing my papers, whih I had started at
Chi³in u. I was in a tight ompetition with Haken, who was studying the same
problem - the exiton. My rst paper in JETF was devoted to the theory of exitons
(JETF, 30, 959 (1956), editor's note); this paper was inluded by Haken in his
review on exitons. I was afraid that Haken will nish the work before me, and
every morning, when I was arriving in the library, I was searhing if Haken's
paper appeared or not ... Finally, I nished the artile and I wanted to show it to
Bogoliubov. But he was surrounded by a lot of people like a polaron, and I did not
dare to disturb him . . .
So, you did not show him your artile?
AVM: I did, but a little bit later . . . the institute has a large stair, with windows,
and I ould see him when he was desending, to go home. So, I waited for him on
stairs and I have shown him the paper. He took the paper and red it quikly and
told me, showing an equation: "Look, here the dead dog is buried." And nothing
more. And I was thinking and working again, and after three months I ould nd
the error . . .
So, he did not use to explain muh to you . . .
AVM: Not muh ... when some olleagues tried to ask him how to proeed, he
responded: "Whih would be your benet if I shall tell you what to do?" However,
for me, only the fat that I ould stay around suh a man was a great happiness. I
was avoiding, as muh as possible, to onsume his time. This is way I was using to
wait for him on stairs and to have there short disussions. But he was a demorat.
I shall give you an example. During my PhD, we, the youngest researhers, were
working it the same room. And Bogoliubov, when he was leaving the Institute to
go home, used to ome to eah of us, to shake the hands and to say: "I am greeting
you, I am greeting you ..." Of ourse, I was in the most distant plae ... and one
it happened that he passed near all my olleagues, and was about to get out, but
he notied that he did not shake the hands with me; then, he ame bak, went
to my desk and said to me "I am greeting you". I shall keep in my heart forever
this "I am greeting you". Espeially when you ompare with the atmosphere in
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Chi³in u, where if you go to retor's oe, nobody pays any attention to you ...
Bogoliubov was a very diret man, sometimes he was kidding, but very seldom. He
was very ultured, knowing very well Russian literature; he used to say, by heart,
long quotations.
He was speaking very wittily, and often I had to ask somebody to explain to me
what he really meant.
So, in my life, I had the hane of knowing a giant, Bogoliubov, and also a man
of highest moral attitude - Tyablikov. Tyablikov used to say the truth right in fae;
this was very rare. He was elegant, handsome, slim. He was very kind, very helpful,
but he was helping people disretely, without speaking about this; he was trying to
help you, and not to let you know about this. I learned a lot of things from him.
But oming bak to the previous question, how did you start to work in super-
ondutivity?
AVM: I shall tell you. I the autumn of '57, everybody was disussing about
superondutivity. Previously, in every year, in '55, in '56, a theory of superon-
dutivity was published, and all of them were wrong. The theories of Fröhlih, of
Sharoth, of Blatt.... when the preprint of BCS artile arrived, the people said
"look, a new wrong theory", and they throw it away .... Of ourse, Cooper's paper
was well known, and I personally heard Landau saying that something more inom-
prehensible than this paper, he never had seen. It was a great exitement, with a
lot of disussions and seminars: at Lomonosov University; at Steklov, Bogoliubov's
seminar; at the Institute of Physis of the Aademy of Sienes, Ginzburg's seminar;
of ourse Landau's seminar and the best rated oially, Kapitza's seminar. People
like Landau, Fok, Pomeranhuk, Gorkov, Abrikosov were attending suh seminars.
Bogoliubov presented his theory, inluding the Fröhlih interation. BCS theory
took into onsideration only the eletron gas, the interation with phonons being
replaed with an eetive interation between eletrons; but Bogoliubov onsidered
the eletron gas, the phonon gas, and the Fröhlih interation. In this atmosphere, I
deided to hange the domain of my researhes and to study the superondutivity.
My olleagues told me, "what are you doing, you are here for only one year, and
you drop your familiar themes and start something absolutely new?" It was not a
wise deision, but it was impossible to me to at otherwise.
So, how did you really start?
AVM: It was in May '58. Bogoliubov and Tyablikov were disussing near
the blakboard, and Bogoliubov was saying: "You see, these theories (BSC and
Bogoliubov's, editor's note) are made for some ideal gases; you annot see the
dependene on real metals, on their parameters; we should do a theory for real
metals." I was sitting somewhere in the room, listening. It was the time when
Tyablikov was preparing himself for holidays. He used to go in June, alone, in
Siberia, just with a gun, in those frightening forests ...
In the taiga?
AVM: In the taiga, where the villages are 100 km away eah other, and the
bears smell your traes and, if you see a man, you must ask yourself if he will shut
you, or you should shut him ... And Tyablikov tells me, "Vsevolod Anatolievih,
ome with me in taiga, I shall pay the tiket for you, we shall go together in
Kamenaya - Tonguska", where the meteorite had fallen ... "Thank you so muh
Sergei Vladimirovih, but I am here for only one year, so how ould I go for two
months in Siberian forests? So muh the more that my wife with my two girls will
arrive, and I must be here, to welome them. "Very well, said Tyablikov, you will
take up this problem" (the superondutivity of real metals, editor's note).
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You did not regret not to join Tyablikov?
AVM: You know, the siene was the priority. So, I remained in Mosow; it
was very hot, and I did not know German, and I had to read the theory of metals,
of Sommerfeld, and "Zeitshrift", and "Annalen der Physik"...
They were not translated into Russian?
AVM: No ... and no textbook, whih are now so abundant. I was working
hardly, it was very hot, and I was not understanding ... I was trying to use the
Umklapp proesses, but I ould not ahieve anything.... and September was oming,
on September 15 Tyablikov will be bak, and how an I meet him with empty hands,
when he told me: "take up the problem"? You know, suh an imperative is terrible.
I was in a very tense state.... and I put together all may fores, and something more,
and I said to myself: I must do something..... And in this way, the two-band theory
appeared. I got the idea, and in two weeks I wrote the paper. When Tyablikov
ame bak, the paper was ready.
Where did you submit the paper?
AVM: I submitted in to JETF (Journal of Experimental and Theoretial Phy-
sis, the most prestigious Soviet journal of physis, editor's note); from September
till Otober, it was rejeted.
Why?
AVM: "It does not present interest".
Who said this?
AVM: The referee was seret, of ourse.
It was not possible to ask for another referee? Even if the artile was onsidered
to be very good, by people like Tyablikov and Bogoliubov?
AVM: No way. So we deided to send the paper to Sverdlovsk, at "Physis of
metals and metallography", whose hief editor was Vonsovskii (at JETF, the hief
editor was Kapitza, and the deputy was Evgueni Lifshitz, editor's note). The paper
was submitted in Otober 1958, and published in Otober 1959. But Suhl, Mathias
and Walker submitted their paper to Physial Review Letters on November 15,
1959, and it was published on Deember 15, 1959.
As already mentioned, the English translation of that volume of the "Physis of
metals and metallography" appeared in June 1961, having a quite limited irulation.
This is why, for Western sholars, the paper proposing the two-band theory was the
paper of Suhl et al., and Moskalenko's paper passed largely unnotied. (editor's
note).
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